Revised Public Notice: Low Water Pressure
(as of 7/31/2019)

Yesterday, the City repaired the leak on Gayle St which turned out to be a small service line leak. We continued to investigate the problem and were able to locate an additional leak located to the south of IC Evans on a 6' water main. This water main was not identified on any of our mapping records and ran through the bottom of a drainage area. Crews stayed late yesterday evening removing trees that had grown over the main and were able to repair the leak.

We anticipated that this would resolve the pressure issues that had been reported. Unfortunately, we are still experiencing some low-pressures. Crews have been out today gathering additional data on fire hydrant pressures in the affected area. This data will be reviewed and modeled to narrow the search for the problem causing the low pressures. We will also be re-routing our water production to the north elevated tower and reviewing the effects on the system to pin-point either a water leak or closed valve that may be contributing to the pressure issues.

City staff will continue to work diligenty to resolve the matter. Thank you for your patience.

Mike Whaley